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Illustration A

5.   If removed, guide wiring back through housing (H) in canopy (D), making sure to run  
      wiring through wire clamp (F). Tighten clamp screw (G) on wire clamp (F).
6.   Cut excess cord leaving 3 or 4 inches of length for wire connections. 
7.   Lift fixture to “J BOX”. Make proper electrical connection. A licensed electrician is   
      recommended.
8.   Connect the grounding wire (green) from the fixture to the grounding wire in the outlet 
      box (copper, green, or silver). Connect the black wire of the fixture (or smooth side of 
      the wire) to the black wire in the outlet box using wire nuts (B). Connect the white wire  
      of the fixture (or rough side of the wire) to the white wire in the outlet box using wire  
      nuts (B).
9.   Slide canopy (D) over mounting plate (A) and align holes in mounting plate (A) with  
      holes in canopy (D). Thread canopy screws (E) into holes to secure fixture to ceiling.
10. Remove shade support arms (I) from socket housing (L) and set metal shade (N) aside.
11. Align holes in glass shade (M) with holes in socket housing (L). Insert threaded ends of  
      shade support arms (I) through holes in glass shade (M) into threaded holes of socket  
      housing (L) and turn until securely fastened.
12. Remove threaded nuts (J) from shade support arms (I) and set aside. Caution, make   
      sure not to unthread shade support arms (I) when removing threaded nuts (J).
13. Carefully place metal shade (N) over glass shade (M). Align holes in metal shade (N)  
      with shade support arms (I). Thread nuts (J) into ends of shade support arms (I) securing  
      metal shade (N) to fixture.
14. Insert one (1) Type A, 60 watt bulb into socket (K).

*************************************************************************
Warning: If any special control devices are used with this fixture, follow the instructions 
carefully to assure full compliance with N.E.C. requirements. If there are any questions, 
contact a qualified electrical contractor.
*************************************************************************

**IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT A LICENSED ELECTRICIAN INSTALL THIS FIXTURE**

Assembly Instructions   

SHUT OFF MAIN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY FROM THE 
MAIN FUSE BOX/CIRCUIT BREAKER.

Caution: To clean, use a soft cloth only.  Do not use any  
    chemical or abrasive cleaners.

1.   Remove all parts carefully from the box.
2.   Remove mounting plate (A) from canopy (D) by removing  
      canopy screws (E). 
3.   Affix mounting plate (A) to “J BOX” with mounting plate screws  
      (C) provided.
4.   Measure desired drop for fixture to hang from “J BOX.” Loosen  
      clamp screw (G) on wire clamp (F) (located inside canopy (D)),  
      and pull wire through canopy until desired drop is reached.


